Abstract. We investigate the set I of parameters κ for which the singular value of z → e z + κ converges to ∞. The set I consists of uncountably many parameter rays, plus landing points of some of these rays [FRS]. We show that the parameter rays have Hausdorff dimension 1, which implies [Q] that the ray endpoints in I alone have dimension 2. Analogous results were known for dynamical planes of exponential maps [K, SZ]; our result shows that this also holds in parameter space.
Introduction
We study the space of exponential maps E κ : z → e z + κ: each map E κ has a unique singular value, which is κ (equivalently, one often uses the parametrization z → λe z with the unique singular value 0). This space of exponential maps is decomposed into the locus of structurally stable maps, i.e., those maps E κ which are topologically conjugate to E κ ′ for all κ ′ sufficiently close to κ, and the complementary bifurcation locus B. Many structurally stable exponential maps are hyperbolic, i.e., the orbit of the singular value κ converges to an attracting periodic orbit. Hyperbolic exponential maps are completely classified [S1] ; a fundamental conjecture states that all structurally stable maps are hyperbolic.
The bifurcation locus B is very complicated. It contains the escape locus, which is the set I := κ ∈ C : the orbit of the singular value converges to ∞ under iteration of E κ .
The set I is completely classified; see below. It contains uncountably many curves called parameter rays. It is conjectured that every κ ∈ B is either on a parameter ray or the unique limit point of finitely many parameter rays, so a complete description of the bifurcation locus could be given in terms of I (this would imply the previous conjecture [RS1, Corollary A.5] ). The situation is analogous for the space of quadratic polynomials: the bifurcation locus is the boundary of the famous Mandelbrot set, all hyperbolic components are explicitly classified, and the fundamental conjectures are that all structurally stable components are hyperbolic and that every point in the bifurcation set is the unique limit point of a positive finite number of parameter rays (the second conjecture is equivalent to local connectivity of the Mandelbrot set [RS2] , and it implies the first [DH, S2] ).
The set I was studied in detail in [FRS] , building on earlier work in [DGH, FS] . A parameter ray is a maximal injective curve G s : (t s , ∞) → I with G s (t) → ∞ as t → ∞ for some t s ∈ [0, ∞). It was shown in [FRS, Theorem 1 .1] that every path component of I is either a unique parameter ray, or a unique parameter ray G s together with its unique endpoint κ s = lim tց0 G s (t) (in [FS, FRS] a preferred parametrization is described that determines t s uniquely).
Let I R be the union of all parameter rays, and I E := I \ I R be the set of endpoints in I. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. (Hausdorff Dimension of Parameter Rays and Endpoints)
The Hausdorff dimension of the sets of parameter rays I R and their escaping endpoints I E satisfies dim H (I R ) = 1 and dim H (I E ) = 2.
Results like this are sometimes called a "dimension paradox": every path component of I contains a curve in I R and at most a single endpoint in I E , so one might think that "most" points in I are in I R , i.e., on a ray. Topologically, this is correct, but nonetheless the entire Hausdorff dimension sits in I E . This is not the first time such a phenomenon is observed in transcendental dynamics: in the dynamic plane of every exponential map E κ , the set of escaping points I κ := {z ∈ C : E •n κ (z) → ∞ as n → ∞} is known to have a very similar structure [K, SZ] , and stronger results hold for maps of the form z → π sin z: here, the set of endpoints can have full planar Lebesgue measure and more [S3, S4] . Our result is the first which establishes this "dimension paradox" in parameter space. Qiu [Q] proved that I has Hausdorff dimension 2 and zero planar Lebesgue measure, so for us it suffices to focus on the set I R of parameter rays and show that it has Hausdorff dimension 1; the claim dim H (I E ) = 2 is then immediate. (Note that for the Mandelbrot set, it is known that the boundary has Hausdorff dimension 2 [Sh] ; in this case, the union of the parameter rays forms an open subset of C, so it has dimension 2.)
The results in this paper are the main results of the Bachelor theses [Bal] and [Bai] . They owe a lot to discussions with Markus Förster; his contributions are gratefully acknowledged. We would also like to thank Lasse Rempe and two anonymous referees for helpful comments.
Notation. We denote the n-th iterate of E κ by E
•n κ and write E n (κ) := E
•n κ (κ) for integers n ≥ 0. Then every E n is a transcendental entire function and I := {κ ∈ C : E n (κ) → ∞ as n → ∞}.
Standard Squares and Conformal Mappings
The fundamental idea of our proof will be similar to Hausdorff dimension estimates for dynamic rays in the dynamic planes of exponential maps as in [K, SZ] ; however, the maps E n are not iterates, so the main task is to establish good local mapping properties of these maps, close to what one has for iterates. This will be done in this section.
If Λ ⊂ C is a domain so that E n : Λ → E n (Λ) =: V is a conformal isomorphism, then for every k ≥ 0 this defines a holomorphic map
moreover, suppose that V is convex and contained in a horizontal strip of height π/2. Then E n+1 : Λ → E n+1 (Λ) is a conformal isomorphism with
Proof. In order to show that E n+1 restricted to Λ is a conformal isomorphism onto its image, all we need to check is injectivity of E n+1 on Λ, or equivalently of E n,n+1 on V . We can write E n,n+1 (z) = e z + κ
Let γ be the straight line segment connecting z 1 to z 2 ; we have γ ⊂ V by convexity; since (
with length at least |z 1 − z 2 |. Since imaginary parts of z ∈ V cannot change by more than π/2, the unit tangent vector of exp(γ) is always within a sector of width π/2 (or 90 • ) and thus |e z 1 −e z 2 | ≥ |z 1 −z 2 |/ √ 2. As a result,
and this is possible only if κ 2 = κ 1 . Now we discuss the derivative of E n+1 . For this,
We define a standard square Q to be an open square of side length π/2 with sides parallel to the real and imaginary axes. The double square of a standard square is a squareQ ⊃ Q of side length π with parallel sides and common center. We write D r (z) for the open disk of radius r around z ∈ C.
For real numbers p > 1 and ξ > 0, we define truncated parabola domains
n (κ) ∈ P p,0 for all but finitely many n, and |(E n ) ′ (κ)| → ∞ as n → ∞, then there are an N ∈ N, a neighborhood U ⊂ Λ of κ and a standard square Q ⊂ P p,ξ with center E N (κ) and double square Q so that E N : U → Q is a conformal isomorphism and E n (κ) ∈ P p,ξ for all n ≥ N, and so that
Proof. We may as well suppose that e ξ > 33. Let N 0 ∈ N be such that all n ≥ N 0 satisfy E n (κ) ∈ P p,ξ and
Let r 0 > 0 be the largest radius so that
is a disk of radius r 1 ≥ (e ξ − 1)r 0 /4 > 8r 0 . Repeating this argument finitely many times, we obtain an index N and a domain U ∋ κ so that E N : U → Q is a conformal isomorphism, where Q is a double square. The condition |(E N ) ′ | > 2 on U can be assured by finitely many extra iterations if necessary, because derivatives grow uniformly by Lemma 2.
Hausdorff Dimension Estimates
For bounded open sets Λ ⊂ C, we are interested in the set
n (κ) ∈ P p,0 for all sufficiently large n .
Set also
Proposition 4. (Hausdorff Dimension Estimate) Fix p > 1 and an integer N ≥ 0. Suppose Q ⊂ C is a standard square with double square Q and Λ ⊂ C is such that
Proof. Let ξ 0 be such that Re(Q) ⊂ (ξ 0 , ξ 0 + π/2). We may suppose
W is a conformal isomorphism; we can write E N,N +1 (z) = exp(z) + κ with κ ∈ Λ. The set exp(Q) is contained in an annulus between radii e ξ 0 and e π/2 e ξ 0 , and E N,N +1 (Q) ∩ P p,ξ has real parts between ξ 1 := e ξ 0 /2 and e π/2 e ξ 0 + M (provided ξ is sufficiently large). Consequently the imaginary parts in E N,N +1 (Q) ∩ P p,ξ have absolute values at most e π/2p e ξ 0 /p + 1 (again for sufficiently large ξ). Therefore, W ∩ P p,ξ can be covered by at most
standard squares for some universal constant C > 0; denote these N(ξ 0 ) standard squares by Q 1,i for i = 1, 2, . . . , N(ξ 0 ). Denoting the double squares of Q 1,i by Q 1,i , we have E N,N +1 ( Q) ⊃ Q 1,i (this just needs the fact that |(E N,N +1 ) ′ | is large on Q). We can thus pull back the Q 1,i under E N,N +1 and obtain a covering of Q ∩ (E N,N +1 ) −1 (P p,ξ ) with N(ξ 0 ) open sets U 1,i = W 1,i so that each U 1,i has a neighborhood U 1,i for which the restriction E N,N +1 : U 1,i → Q 1,i is a conformal isomorphism. By the Koebe distortion theorem, the restrictions E N,N +1 : U 1,i → Q 1,i have uniformly bounded distortions, and their derivatives are at least e ξ 0 − 1. Note that for any d
where C ′ and C ′′ are universal constants; C ′ measures the distortion of E N,N +1 : U 1,i → Q 1,i . In particular, if d > 1 + 1/p is fixed and ξ is sufficiently large, then
This argument can be repeated: each standard square Q 1,i has real parts at least and yield a covering U 2,i ′ of the set
Inductively, we obtain a family of coverings U n,i for every n ≥ 1, and the set they cover iŝ
is a conformal isomorphism, where Q n,i are standard squares at real parts at least ξ n , and E N,N +n extends to a conformal isomorphism U n,i → Q n,i where Q n,i is the double square of Q n,i . The sets W n,i := E N,N +n−1 (U n,i ) cover those points z in the standard squares Q n−1,i ′ of the previous generation for which E N +n−1,N +n (z) ∈ P p,ξ . We show that dim H (Q) ≤ 1+1/p. Indeed, for d > 1+1/p and sufficiently large ξ it follows that the maps E N,n : U n,i → Q n,i are conformal isomorphisms with uniformly bounded distortions, so (1) becomes
However, for fixed d > 1 + 1/p, we cannot be sure that ξ is sufficiently large. But the ξ n grow exponentially fast, and (1) holds for all sufficiently large n. Since E N,N +n : U n,i → Q n,i are conformal isomorphisms with bounded distortions and derivatives tending to ∞ as n → ∞, it follows that sup i diam U n,i → 0 as n → ∞. The family of covers U n,i proves that Proof. Choose ξ > 0 depending on Λ and p as in Proposition 4. Pick some κ ∈ I p,Λ . By Lemma 3, there are an N ∈ N, a neighborhood U ⊂ Λ of κ and a standard square Q ⊂ P p,ξ with double square Q so that E N : U → Q is a conformal isomorphism with |(E n ) ′ | > 2, E N (κ) is the center of Q and E n (κ) ∈ P p,ξ for all n ≥ N. Then κ ∈ I N p,ξ,U and by Proposition 4, dim H (I N p,ξ,U ) ≤ 1 + 1/p. Since Λ has countable topology and N is from a countable set, I p,Λ is contained in the countable union of sets of dimension at most 1+1/p, and the claim follows.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need to introduce parameter rays G s as introduced in [FS, FRS] together with a particular parametrization. For every s ∈ S := Z N , there is a well-defined minimal potential t s ∈ [0, ∞] and an injective curve G s : (t s , ∞) → C with the following properties:
• for every κ ∈ I R there is a unique external address s ∈ S and a unique potential t > t s with κ = G s (t); • if κ = G s (t), then for E κ the asymptotics of the singular orbit can be expressed using F (t) := e t − t and s = s 1 s 2 s 3 · · · ∈ S:
More precisely, [FRS, Corollary 3 .2 and Proposition 2.2] justify the partition I = I R ∪ I E of escaping parameters into parameter rays and escaping endpoints, so that I R is exactly the set of parameter rays as classified in [FS, Theorem 3.7] . By [FS, Theorem 3.12] , every parameter ray is a C 1 -curve G s : (t s , ∞) → C for a well-defined s ∈ S and t s ≥ 0, so that all parameter rays are injective and disjoint curves with G ′ s (t) = 0 for all t > t s . Not all s ∈ S actually occur as external addresses; for the others we have t s = ∞. (Note that the maps in [FS] are parametrized as z → exp(z + κ), rather than our z → exp(z) + κ; but these maps are conjugate by translation.)
Remark. This result is a key ingredient in the proof [RS2, RS3] that exponential parameter space is not locally connected at any point on any parameter ray.
Proof. We will prove the result using rays in the dynamic planes: dynamic rays for E κ are curves in C consisting entirely of escaping points, i.e., points z with E
•n κ (z) → ∞ as n → ∞. The existence of dynamic rays was shown in [SZ, Theorem 4.2] : For every κ = G s (t), there are dynamic rays g κ,s : (t s , ∞) → C for every s ∈ S and t s ∈ [0, ∞] (these curves are empty if t s = ∞); however, there are exceptions if some dynamic ray contains the singular value (there are no preimages of the singular ray). In [FS, Theorem 3.7] , parameter rays are defined so that κ = G s (t) if and only if g κ,s (t) equals the singular value κ: so we are exactly in the situation where exceptions to the existence of dynamic rays occur. However, it is shown in [FS, Section 3] that for κ 0 = G s (t) there is a neighborhood Λ of κ 0 in parameter space so that g κ,s (t) is defined for all κ ∈ Λ.
By [SZ, Theorem 4.2] , dynamic rays satisfy E κ (g κ,s (t)) = g κ,σ(s) (F (t)), where σ is the left shift on the sequence s = s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . . By [SZ, Proposition 4 .5] we have the asymptotics
We clearly have dF
∈ C is a fixed number, this will imply (d/dt)E n (G s (t)) = ∞ and thus prove the first claim of the lemma.
By [FS, Proposition 4 .6], we have for t > t s
and thus
The claim (g κ,σ n (s) ) ′ (F •n (t)) → 1 follows directly from convergence of (5) (as shown in [FS] ).
For the last limit, we have to review how dynamic rays are defined: for m ≥ 0, we define g (F (t) )), where L s (z) := log(z − κ) + 2πis is an inverse branch of E κ = e z + κ (for s ∈ Z). In [SZ] , dynamic rays are constructed as g κ,s (t) = lim m→∞ g m κ,s (t): in [SZ, Proposition 3.4] , it is shown that the g m κ,s converge uniformly to a limiting curve g κ,s for sufficiently large t ("on ray tails"), so that g κ,s (t) depends holomorphically on κ for fixed t. Moreover, the convergence is locally uniform in κ and all functions are holomorphic, so (d/dκ)g κ,s (t) = lim m→∞ (d/dκ)g m κ,s (t) (recall that in [SZ] , the parametrization exp(z + κ) with inverse L s (z) = log(z) − κ + 2πis is used; these are conjugate by translation).
This construction is extended in [SZ, Theorem 4 .2] to entire dynamic rays, i.e., for all t > t s : a point z is on a dynamic ray if E
•n κ (z) is on a ray tail for sufficiently large n ≥ 0. Since we are interested in the limit ∂ ∂κ g κ,σ n (s) (F •n (t)) as n → ∞, we may restrict to sufficiently large n so that we are always on ray tails. We need to prove
) we obtain the recursive relation
starting with (∂/∂κ)g 0 κ,σ n+m+1 s = 0. By [SZ, Lemma 3.3] , there is a uniform B > 0 so that Re(g m ′ κ,s ′ (t ′ )) > t ′ − B for all m ′ , for all κ from a bounded domain and all sufficiently large t ′ (depending only on the bound κ), and for all s ′ . Choosing n sufficiently large, we can be sure that Re g m κ,σ n+1 (s) (F •(n+1) (t)) − κ > C for any given C > 2 and all m, and this proves inductively that ∂ ∂κ g m+1 κ,σ n (s) (F •n (t)) < 2/C + 1 C < 2/C for all m and thus also in the limit m → ∞. The limit for n → ∞ is thus equal to 0 as claimed. The remaining claim is (d/dκ)E n (κ) → ∞ as n → ∞. For this, we use that κ is on a parameter ray, say κ = G s (t), and evaluate
using κ m = G s (t m ) for a sequence t m → t. Since parameter rays κ(t) := G s (t) are differentiable with dκ/dt = G ′ s (t) = 0, we can write
.
Since we proved above that (d/dt)E n (G s (t)) → ∞ as n → ∞, this proves the last claim.
Proof of Theorem 1.
We only need to prove that for every open and bounded Λ ⊂ C, we have I R ∩ Λ ⊂ I p,Λ for every p > 1: once we know that, it follows dim H (I R ∩ Λ) ≤ 1 + 1/p by Theorem 5; by countable additivity and because this holds for all p > 1, we have dim H (I R ) ≤ 1. But since I R contains curves, we conclude dim H (I R ) = 1. Since I = I R ∪ I E and dim H (I) = 2 by [Q] , it follows that dim H (I E ) = 2.
It remains to prove that I R ∩ Λ ⊂ I p,Λ for every p > 1; more precisely, for κ ∈ I R we need to prove that E n (κ) ∈ P p,0 for sufficiently large n and |(E n (κ)) ′ | → ∞ as n → ∞. The first statement is [SZ, Proposition 4.5] and the second one is Lemma 6.
